“Right to the City. Without Urban Social Justice no citizenship is possible”

PUBLIC MINISTRY OF DEFENCE INSTITUTIONAL
MAGAZINE PRESENTATION

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19TH, 4PM.
PONTIFICIA UNIVERSIDAD CATÓLICA DE ECUADOR.
THEATRE - CULTURAL CENTER.

The Consejo Nacional de Jurisprudencia Urbanística (CNJUR), in partnership with the National School of Distance Education (UNED), will be presenting the Graduate Course “Expert in Urban Planning Law” during the event.

***

During the United Nations Conference on Housing and Sustainable Development, Habitat III, the Public Ministry of Defense of the City of Buenos Aires presents the 10th number of its institutional magazine: "Right to the City. Without urban social justice there is no citizenship."

The publication highlights one of the main challenges to be faced in the implementation of the new urban principles: to think the city from the culture of Human Rights. The fundamental legal-political axis must conceive the city as a common good, enjoyable for all, without discrimination. For this it is essential to address the inequalities registered in urban areas, within their social and economic practices, and also established in many legal rules, which aggravate the processes of exclusion and segregation.

What are the contents of this “cities for all” principle? What should be the urban, architectural, environmental and financial rules to reflect the new urban principles? What practices have been promoted in other cities around the world?

In this publication, authors from diverse nationalities and disciplines discuss the current cities in all aspects -social, economic and cultural- from a “cities for all” perspective. Considering the production of more inclusive cities as a central goal, the magazine deconstructs the central tenets of this paradigm through theoretical and practical analysis of current experiences. With theoretical redefinitions, analytical tools or case analysis the articles set a discussion of various aspects of the urban agenda and its goal to promote more inclusive cities.

The event is intended as a space for interdisciplinary discussion and strategic thinking that will be enriched from the diversity of backgrounds and knowledge of the speakers.
**TABLE I**

Moderator: Ab. Laura Tarbuch

- Lorena Zárate (Habitat International Coalition)
- Jonatan Emanuel Baldiviezo (Observatorio del Derecho a la Ciudad)
- Dr. Pedro Pírez (Doctor in Law and Researcher)
- Dr. Fernando Murillo (Program Director UBA - UN Habitat Consultant)
- Arq. José Morales (Ministry of Housing and Urban Development, Ecuador)
- Dr. Martim Smolka (Lincoln Institute of Land Policy)

**TABLE II**

Moderator: Lic. Catalina Marino

- Lic. Pablo Vitale (Civil Association of Equality and Justice – ACIJ)
- Dr. Horacio Corti (General Defender. Public Ministry of Defense)

**Graduate Course “Expert in Urban Planning Law”**

The specialty is aimed to train experts in urban and territorial issues linking local issues with global discipline in urban law. It proposes a model of expert training in order to form human capital aimed at promoting human rights practices in the city and territory.

The presentation will be conducted by Dr. Francisco Javier Romero Perez (CNJUR).